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Today, together
for a CML free world.

22 September: A day to raise global
awareness about CML:

The World CML Day
Story

9/22 represents the genetic change of
Chromosomes 9 and 22 that is the
cause of Chronic Myeloid Leukemia.
Initiated by the patient community in
2008 as “International CML Awareness
Day”, patient communities around the
world initiated events and projects
around 9/22 to raise awareness of the
needs of patients living with CML.
Since 2011, the worldwide community
unites on "World CML Day" on that
date.
In 2015, the CML Advocates Network
launched the “Today, Together”
campaign and trained its members to
join the global awareness using a full
Toolkit with online resources to raise a
unique voice worldwide.

2017
2018

#wcmlday17 generated 367,435
total potential impressions and a
unique potential reach of 184,326
just on 9/22.

52 own posts about
#WCMLDay17 with more
than 70.000 people reached.

94 posts in personal profiles
and 98 posts in groups
55 new followers and 75 mentions. profiles
#wcmlday18 generated 864,910
total potential impressions and a
unique potential reach of 785,842
from 9/22 to 9/23
43 new followers and 181
Retweets

55 own posts about #WCMLDay18
with more than 50.000 people
reached.
74 posts in personal profiles and 70
posts in groups profiles.

Photo Gallery
with 317 images of CML
organisations’ activities
across the globe

Today, together
for a CML free world.

New steps #WCMLDay19

NEW STRATEGY AND RESOURCES
1. CML patients community is now very much involved and we can involve
other stakeholders:
◆
◆
◆
◆

Physicians: by including them with updated CML information
Scientific Societies: by engaging them as part of their patient’s support
Pharma Companies: by providing them with our new materials
Media: by agreeing on previous interviews, press release and contacts

2. Educational action: by creating a sub-campaign focus on 4 points:
* What CML is: 9/22; rare disease… à to educate on the disease
* CML sign and symptoms à to educate on the diagnosis
* Treatment and monitoring à to educate on the patient’s care
* Q of Life: emotional, social. à to include psycho/patient-based
experience aspects

EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS
1.INFOGRAPHICS: English. Translation to other languages.
2. QUIZZ:

Online game to educate and engage especially the
general population.

3. WEBINAR:

To support CML Advocates Network members to
join the global campaign.

4. SOCIAL MEDIA CAMPAIGN:
on 9/22.

To raise the CML voice

We call all our members to join
the World CML Day 2019
campaign
Stay tuned for upcoming
information of the 2019
campaign and resources

Today, together for a CML free
world.
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